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Abstract- The Engine cylinder is one of the major 

automobile components, which is subjected to high 

temperature variations and thermal stresses. In order to 

cool the cylinder, fins are provided on the surface of the 

cylinder to increase the rate of heat transfer. By doing 

thermal analysis on the engine cylinder fins, it is helpful 

to know the heat dissipation inside the cylinder. We 

know that, by increasing the surface area we can 

increase the heat dissipation rate. The main aim of the 

present paper is to analyze the thermal properties by 

varying geometry, material of cylinder fins using Ansys 

work bench. Transient thermal analysis determines 

temperatures and other thermal quantities that vary 

over time. The variation of temperature distribution 

over time is of interest in many applications such as in 

cooling. The accurate thermal simulation could permit 

critical design parameters to be identified for improved 

life. Presently Material used for manufacturing fin body 

is Cast Iron. In this thesis, it is replaced by various 

types of aluminum alloys. By observing the analysis 

results, total heat flux is more for aluminum alloys than 

remaining cast iron, magnesium alloy materials for both 

condenser and evaporator. So aluminum alloy would be 

better for cylindrical fins.       

 

Index terms- Engine Fins, Dissipation, Thermal 

conductivity, CATIA V5, FEA, Transient Thermal 

Analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Any type of engine or machine which derives heat 

energy from the combustion of fuel or any other 

source and coverts this energy into mechanical work 

is termed as a heat engine. 

Heat engines may be classified as:  

 External Combustion Engines 

 Internal Combustion Engines 

 According to the cycle of operations again these 

engines are classified as 

 Two-stroke engines 

 Four-stroke engine 

At present we have considered a 150CC internal 

combustion Engine which is widely in the market. 

 

A. Effect of Heat inside an Internal Combustion 

Engine Cylinder  

The internal combustion engine is an engine in which 

the combustion of a fuel takes place in a combustion 

chamber. Here, the expansion of the high-

temperature and high-pressure gases produced by 

combustion applies direct force to component of the 

engine, such as piston, turbine blades, or a nozzle. 

This force transfers the component over a distance, 

generating useful mechanical energy. Air cooled 

engines are replaced by water cooled engines which 

are more efficient, but all two wheelers uses Air 

cooled engines, because Air-cooled engines are 

lighter weight and lesser space requirement. The heat 

produced during combustion in IC engine should be 

retained at higher level to increase thermal efficiency, 

but to prevent the thermal damage some heat should 

remove from the engine. 

In Internal engine combustion engines, combustion of 

air – fuel mixture takes place inside engine cylinder 

and hot gases are produced. The temperature of gases 

will be around 2300 – 500°C.The high temperature 

may result into burning of oil film between moving 

parts and may result into seizing or welding. Hence, 

this temperature must be reduced to increase the 

efficiency of the engine. It has been observed from 

the literature that the heat dissipative effects of the 

fins used in engine by changing geometry and 

material have not been reported. The present 

investigation work aims to investigate heat 

dissipative effect of fins made up of Aluminium 

6061, Aluminium 2014 and Aluminium Alloy 

C443and also, modifying its geometry. 

 

B. Heat Transfer in The Cylinder to The Different 

Parts of Engine  
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Conduction is the transfer of heat by direct contact of 

particles of matter. The transfer of energy could be 

primarily by elastic impact as in fluids or by free 

electron diffusion as predominant in metals or photon 

vibration as predominant in insulators 

Conduction is greater in solids, where atoms are in 

constant contact. In liquids (except liquid metals) and 

gases, the molecules are usually further apart, giving 

a lower chance of molecules colliding and passing on 

thermal energy. Heat conduction is directly 

analogous to diffusion of particles into a fluid, in the 

situation where there are no fluid currents. This type 

of heat diffusion differs from mass diffusion in 

behavior, only in as much as it can occur in solids, 

whereas mass diffusion is mostly limited to fluids. 

Metals (e.g. copper, platinum, gold, iron, etc.) are 

usually the best conductors of Page 421 thermal 

energy. This is due to the way that metals are 

chemically bonded, have free-moving electrons 

which are able to transfer of thermal energy rapidly 

through the metal. 

A typical distribution for the fuel energy is given 

below: 

 Useful work at the crank shaft = 25 per cent 

 Loss to the cylinders walls = 30 per cent 

 Loss in exhaust gases = 35 per cent 

 Loss in friction = 10 per cent 

  

C. Literature Overview  

Cooling is needed because high temperatures damage 

engine materials and lubricants. Internal combustion 

engines burn fuel hotter than the melting temperature 

of engine materials, and hot enough to set fire to 

lubricants. Engine cooling removes energy fast 

enough to keep temperatures low so the engine can 

survive. Types of cooling systems used in Engines 

are: 

1) Natural Air Cooling 

In normal cause, larger parts of an engine remain 

exposed to the atmospheric air. When the vehicles 

run, the air at certain relative velocity impinges upon 

the engine, and sweeps away its heat. The heat 

carried-away by the air is due to natural convection, 

therefore this method is known as natural air-cooling. 

Engines mounted on 2-wheelers are mostly cooled by 

natural air. As the heat dissipation is a function of 

frontal cross-sectional area of the engine, therefore 

there exists a need to enlarge this area. An engine 

with enlarge area will becomes bulky and in turn will 

also reduce the power by weight ratio. Hence, as an 

alternative arrangement, fins are constructed to 

enhance the frontal cross-sectional area of the engine. 

Fins (or ribs) are sharp projections provided on the 

surfaces of cylinder block and cylinder head. They 

increase the outer contact area between a cylinder and 

the air. Fins are, generally, casted integrally with the 

cylinder. They may also be mounted on the cylinder. 

 
Fig. 1 Natural Air Cooling 

2) Fins  

A fin is a surface that extends from an object to 

increase the rate of heat transfer to or from the 

environment by increasing convection. The amount 

of conduction, convection, radiation of an object 

determines the amount of heat it transfers. Increasing 

the temperature difference between the object and the 

environment, increasing the convection heat transfer 

coefficient, or increasing the surface area of the 

object increases the heat transfer. Sometimes it is not 

economical or it is not feasible to change the first two 

options. Adding a fin to the object, however, 

increases the surface area and can sometimes be 

economical solution to heat transfer problems. 

Circumferential fins around the cylinder of a motor 

cycle engine and fins attached to condenser tubes of a 

refrigerator are a few familiar examples. 

 
Fig. 2 Automobile Engine Fins 
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D. Problem Definition  

In the present paper investigation on thermal issues 

on automobile fins were carried out. Investigation 

yields the temperature behavior and heat flux of the 

fins due to high temperature in the combustion 

chamber. Ansys work bench is utilized for analysis. 

The analysis is done for different models of fins that 

are modeled by varying the geometry and a 

comparison is thus established between them. Also 

the material is changed so that better heat transfer 

rate can be obtained.   

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Cad Model 

To Model the Engine Cylinder profiles I have used 

Catia V5 R21 Modelling Software. To simplify the 

design process few intricate features of the car are 

neglected as they don’t have significant impact on 

heat dissipation. 

The present study is to design the engine cylinder 

with fins for a 150cc engine by changing the 

geometry such as rectangular, circular & curve 

shaped (parabolic) and angular fins. Table 1 show 

that different materials and geometry chosen for 

present study and material properties are given in the 

Table 2. 

TABLE I Different materials and geometry chosen 

for analysis 

Types of Fins Material of Fin 

Rectangular Aluminium Alloy 6061 

Circular Aluminium Alloy 204 

Angular Aluminium Alloy 2014 

Curved Aluminium Alloy C443 

 

TABLE II .Material properties thermal conductivity 

Material Thermal 

Conducti

vity 

(W/mK) 

Heat 

Transfer 

Coefficien

t(W/m2K) 

Dens

ity(g/

cc) 

Meltin

g Point 

(K) 

Aluminium 

Alloy 6061 
167 25 2.7 855 

Aluminium 

Alloy 204 
156 25 2.75 820 

Aluminium 

Alloy 2014 
160 25 2.8 780 

Aluminium 

Alloy C443 
146 25 2.69 847 

Figure 3 to 6 illustrates the design of all four 

geometries and it is designed using CATIA V5 R21. 

The cylinder diameter of 50 mm and height of 53 mm 

have been chosen for the present analysis. The fin 

thickness is 2.5 mm and gab between fins is 7.5 mm.   

Figure – 7 to 10 shows the engine cylinder is 

designed with different fin geometries. 

Fig. 3 Engine Cylinder with Rectangular Fins 

Fig.4 Engine Cylinder with Circular Fins 

Fig. 5 Engine Cylinder with Angular Fins 

Fig. 6 Engine Cylinder with Curved Fins 
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Fig.7 Engine Cylinder with Rectangular Fins 

Fig.8 Engine Cylinder with Circular Fins 

Fig.9 Engine Cylinder with Angular Fins 

 
Fig.10 Engine Cylinder with Curved Fins 

B. Simulation 

Finite Element Analysis uses a system of points 

called nodes and they make a grid called a mesh. This 

mesh is programmed to cover the material and 

structural properties which define how the structure 

will react to loading conditions. Nodes are allocated 

at a certain density all over the material depending on 

the anticipated stress levels of a particular area. 

Created geometries were meshed carefully using 

Ansys workbench. Thermal analysis was carried out 

to determine the temperature and other thermal 

quantities and the boundary conditions were given as 

follows. 

 

Initial temperature: 33 oC 

Working temperature: 500 °C  

Outer temperature: Ambient temperature (pressure 

outlet) 

Convection: Stagnant Air (Simplified Case). 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Steady State Thermal analysis determines the 

temperature and other thermal quantities which vary 

over time. The deviation of temperature distribution 

over time is of prime interest in many applications 

such as with cooling of electronic components or a 

quenching analysis for heat treatment. Also, the 

temperature variation results in thermal stresses that 

can cause failure. In such cases the temperatures from 

a transient heat transfer analysis are used as input to a 

structural analysis for thermal stress evaluation 

After analysis has been carried out the temperature 

distribution and total flux rate is summarized as 

below  

A. Temperature distribution of Engine Cylinder with 

Rectangular fins for various materials  

 
Fig.11 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 6061 
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Fig.12 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.13 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.14 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium C443 

 

B. Temperature distribution of Engine Cylinder with 

Circular fins for various materials  

 
Fig.15 Circular Fins With Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.16 Circular Fins With Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.17 Circular Fins With Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.18 Circular Fins With Aluminium C443 

 

C. Temperature distribution of Engine Cylinder with 

Angular  fins for various materials  

 
Fig.19 Angular Fins with Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.20 Angular Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.21 Angular Fins with Aluminium 2014 
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Fig.22 Angular Fins with Aluminium C443 

 

D. Temperature distribution of Engine Cylinder with 

Curved  fins for various materials  

 
Fig.23 Curved Fins with Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.24 Curved Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.25 Curved Fins with Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.26 Curved Fins with Aluminium C443 

E. Total Flux Rate of Engine Cylinder with 

Rectangular fins for various materials  

 
Fig.27 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.28 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.29 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.30 Rectangular Fins with Aluminium C443 

 

F. Total Flux Rate of Engine Cylinder with Circular 

fins for various materials  

 
Fig.31 Circular Fins with Aluminium 6061 
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Fig.32 Circular Fins With Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.33 Circular Fins With Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.34 Circular Fins With Aluminium C443 

 

G. Total Flux Rate of Engine Cylinder with Angular 

fins for various materials  

 
Fig.35 Angular Fins with Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.36 Angular Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.37 Angular Fins with Aluminium 2014 

 
Fig.38 Angular Fins with Aluminium C443 

 

H. Total Flux Rate of Engine Cylinder with Curved 

fins for various materials  

 
Fig.39 Curved Fins with Aluminium 6061 

 
Fig.40 Curved Fins with Aluminium 204 

 
Fig.41 Curved Fins with Aluminium 2014 
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Fig.42 Curved Fins with Aluminium C443 

 

From above results of Thermal analysis made using 

Ansys Workbench shows that rectangular fins have 

temperature variation in a very less amount for 

different type of alloys. Same is the case with all 

other type of fins. But in circular Cross section fins 

temperature is distributed over the entire area of fins. 

So that better heat transfer is achieve in case of 

Circular Fins using Aluminium 6061 alloy 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In present work, different fin bodies are modelled 

using Catia v5 and transient thermal analysis is done 

by using Ansys workbench. These fins are used for 

air cooling of engines. In present study 4 types of 

aluminium alloys are assumed and 4 types of fin 

cross sections are assumed. 

The result shows, by using circular fin with material 

Aluminium 6061 is better since heat transfer rate of 

fin is more. By using circular fins the weight of fin 

body reduces compared to existing rectangular 

engine cylinder fin. 
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